General Product Information:

Item no.: DW8602C
Item class: Downtown Bath Fixture
Base material:
Finish: Polished Chrome
Finish description: Part of the CNP - Classic Nickel Master Finish. Polished Chrome
Item description: Cool, sleek sophistication is written all over this design. Gleaming glass ball accents complement the opal etched glass drum shade and shiny chrome finish, bringing a soft modern sensibility to your home.

Item family: Downtown
Suggested room(s):
Energy Star rated: No

Dimensional Information:

Height(H): 7.50 "
Length(L):
Diameter(D):
Width(W): 15.00 "
Depth(Dp): 7.00 "
Extension(Ext):
Net weight: 5.50 lbs.
HCWO: 5.00

Please note that the HCWO dimension represents the distance from the wall outlet box center to highest point of mounted product.

Canopy/backplate: 5"H x 8"W

ADA compliant: No
Listed Mark: Yes
Listed Mark Rated: Incandescent DAMP for:
Instruction sheet:

Electrical Information:

Bulb Type: FROSTED G9 HALOGEN, Wattage: 60, Bulb Qty: 2, Bulb Supplied: Yes, Switch Type: None, Wire Length: 6 Inches, Voltage: 120xAc

Shade Information:

Mounting Hardware:

(1) CROSSBAR, (1) GREEN GROUND SCREW, (2) LOCK WASHERS, (1) NIPPLE, (1) LOCK BALL or KNCB

Replacement Parts Information:

Part No: 18502CDW - BASE PLSH CHRM FOR DW8602C Qty:1 | Part No: 9357KIT - MTG HARDWARE PLSH CHRM 4"D Qty:1 | Part No: G1920PS - BULB SHIELD Qty:2 | Part No: G2578SH - SHADE OPALETCHED GLASS 6"D Qty:2 | Part No: I828SF - BULB 130V 75W HLGN G9 FROSTED Qty:2 | Part No: M2217GR - GLASS RETAINER RING DW DW8602C
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Note: Replacement parts are available by contacting our Customer Service Department or your Quoizel Authorized Dealer.
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